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Abstract 

Although numbers of experiments have been conducted to quantify the character, 

magnitude, and frequency dependence of the soil-pipe system and it is widely modeled but the 

current available data are limited in the field of axial strain of pipeline at water filled condition 

and for lateral bending moment at different support condition. 

The propagation of elastic waves through soils are affected by various physical 

parameters such as pore water pressure, density, pressure, preloading, frequency of the wave, 

mineralogical composition and texture with presence of clay. Among these parameters, the 

pore water pressure variation in soil type I, II, III are significant because inside the soil mass, 

it increased rapidly with short period and as a result, the shear strength of the soil reduced 

significantly. The maximum shear strength reduction due to applied ground motion by El 

Centro, Mexico, Kobe and Loma Prieta earthquake are 20.1% , 8.9%, 15.1%, 7.3 % (for soil 

type I), 25.1 %, 11.1 % , 18.9 % , 9.13 % (for soil type II) and  28.7 % , 12.7 %, 21.6% , 10.43% 

(for soil type III). 

The effect of local site condition for soil type I, II, III is presented in term of 

amplification factor and response spectra. The maximum amplification factor is calculated 

using Kramer equation for soil type and it is validate by SHAKE 2000 at similar boundary 
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conditions. The percentage difference in amplification factor for soil type I, II, III are 9.97%, 

8.94 % and 43.68 %, even if trend line of each soil type is well matched.  

In this study, four well known earthquakes as input ground motion (i.e. El Centro, 

Mexico, Kobe and Loma Prieta) are used to generated peak ground acceleration in three soil 

types by performing one dimensional ground response analysis using SHAKE 2000. The detail 

of soil types are taken from IS 1893 (Part 1): 2002 and they are used in Indian seismic zones 

(II, III, IV and V) to compute maximum pipe axial and lateral strain at water filled condition 

for slip analysis. 

For analysis of slip in continuous pipeline system, the maximum pipe axial strain is 

calculated in terms of operational stain (εop), stain due to  seismic wave propagation (εaw) and 

strain induced by friction at soil pipe interface (εaf). The strain difference {εaf – (εop + εaw)} is 

calculated at two cases (a) constant pipe diameter with varying installation depth and (b) 

constant installation depth with varying pipe diameter.  The slip would not occurs for pipe 

diameter less than 2.2 meter because {εaf – (εop + εaw)} > 0 but slip occur, if pipe diameter is 

more than 2.2 meter because {εaf – (εop + εaw)} ≤ 0 i.e. at critical condition, the strain by soil 

friction would not be predominant over strain due to wave propagation with operation strain.  

The study is extended for analysis of pipe bending moment and bending strain in all 

seismic zones at fixed, free and simply supported end condition. It is observed that maximum 

pipe bending moment and corresponding bending strain is generated in soil type II (medium 

soil). 

To highlight the effects of water presence, the response of the water-filled pipeline are 

compared with empty pipe in all soil type. A case study presented for Ajabpur Bypass 

Dehradun city, Uttarakhand (India).  
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